
YOUR SMART HOME - STOLLAR SMART

Discover our author’s integrated system of solutions:

STOLLAR SMART HOME

Create a home that listens to your needs.

Equip your home with intelligent STOLLAR SMART carpentry.

ul. Wojska Polskiego 62
16-400 Suwałki

(+48 87) 300-01-07 smart@stollar.pl @stollarpolska

www.stollar.pl

 B
Our specialists will advise and configure your devices, building 
a STOLLAR SMART ecosystem tailored to your requirements.

 B
With STOLLAR SMART you’ll forget about dozens of separate keys 
and remotes. The system combines all solutions in one place.

 B
Whether you’re building, renovating, or already own a home, 
STOLLAR SMART allows you to add modules at any time 
to your existing solutions.
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 B
All windows, doors, and devices communicate with each other 
because they are controlled by the Stollar Smart system.

 B
From now on, forget about using separate remotes for gates, 
blinds, doors, and more. You can control all functions with 
a single smartphone or remote.

 B
Planning to modify devices or purchase new modules? 
We will advise and do it for you.

 B
With Stollar Smart Home, you acquire a product with expert 
support at every stage of device use.

Why Stollar
SMART  HOME?

Live in the home 
of the future
Utilize the innovative, proprietary system 
from Stollar, fully communicating with all 
your home devices.

We will tailor STOLLAR SMART HOME solutions 
to you and your home.
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Windows - equipped with top-class accessories ensuring performance, safety, comfort, and a real impact on environmental 
protection.

Doors - armed with 8-point locking systems that guarantee protection against even the most unwelcome guests. 
Latches and hinges are selected to provide maximum comfort in daily use.

Terrace systems - designed to provide the highest comfort to residents while ensuring safety and uncompromising 
thermal insulation.

Roller shutters and blinds - equipped with remotely controlled systems to protect privacy. They provide the right amount 
of light, creating a unique atmosphere when needed.

Garage doors - always reliable, fully automatic control drives with smart solutions.

Winter gardens - unique system solutions creating an exceptional atmosphere during everyday use. State-of-the-art thermal 
solutions provide outstanding insulation.

Ai Drive CL - tilting and opening windows in your home have just reached a higher level. From today, you can tilt or open 
all windows in your home with a single click on your phone, whether you’re at home or away. All this effort will be done by 
the mechanical-electronic window motor.

Ai Light - a simple and fast control system for basic indoor and outdoor lighting.

Ai Light PRO - lighting system for demanding users. Over dozens of indoor and outdoor lighting scenarios, full synchronization 
with weather clocks and seasons, integration with all motion sensors and other smart home systems.

Ai Energy - time for automatic energy management in your home. Start measuring the power consumption of individual 
devices, set their working and standby hours, save time and money. Activate SMART HOME functions remotely from anywhere 
in the world.

Ai Air Checker - take care of your health and that of your loved ones. A special system monitors the air quality in your home 
and notifies you when it’s time to ventilate the room.

Ai Vision System - an intelligent system of cameras and sensors providing two-way vision and sound. With it, you can create 
an intelligent ecosystem of cameras, video intercoms, and all visual devices.

Ai Door Lock - a unique solution developed by Stollar, making your home an impenetrable fortress. The system includes 
elements such as:

	 intelligent latches with a choice of up to 8 locking elements along with day/night locking scenarios

	 access control and permission settings for groups such as household members, guests, couriers

	 remote locking and opening, keyless, fingerprint, PIN, NFC, smartphone, and more.

Ai Secure System - this solution allows for placing flood, smoke, temperature, fire, carbon monoxide, and other sensors. 
In the event of intrusion or even an attempted break-in, the system will inform you in the chosen way. It will automatically call 
a designated person, activate an alarm siren, or follow any predefined scenario you set up.

Ai Magnetic - intelligent invisible contacts that can’t be fooled. They will notify you not only during a break-in or tampering 
but also if you forget to close a window.

Ai Garden System - an intelligent garden management system. It synchronizes weather stations, irrigation sensors, controls all 
lighting, and helps create scenarios for every season. It also creates access control variants for your animals in specific areas 
and times of day, inside and outside the building.

Ai Access System - artificial intelligence that creates access control for household members, guests, and friends. With its help, 
you can determine permission levels for specific rooms at specified times. All this with a single device or key. Free yourself from 
a ”handful of keys” today.

Ai HST - an automatic HST terrace system with a unique Safe Close option, which improves safety and comfort like never before.

Ai Upper - a window module that has revolutionized Stollar’s windows. It takes on the effort of opening and closing the window. 
It functions similarly to power steering in the automotive industry.
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